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Base neural predictor (global perceptron)



Hashed Perceptron

Multiple set of branches 
assigned to same weights

More than one set of 
information can be used to 
hash into the weight table

Diferent hashing function can 
be used such as : XOR, 
Concatenation etc.  

Diferent indices can be 
assigned to diferent weights



Hashed Perceptron Advantages

The one-to-one correlation of weights to number of history bits in a 
perceptron is not necessary

Reduced number of adders

Allows use of longer history

Combining multiple ways to index weights in a single perceptron 
improves accuracy over using only a single way.



Multiperspective Predictor

Viewing branch history and path from multiple perspectives

A hashed perceptron predictor that uses not only hashed global path 
and pattern histories, but also variety of other kinds of features based 
on various organizations of branch histories and other metrics

All such weights for chosen through diferent features are used to 
make a prediction of taken or not taken



Multiperspective Predictor



Feature selection
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Lookup & Update



Experimental Setup

Ran gem5 ARM 2006 SPEC benchmarks

Fast-forward for 1 billion instructions with AtomicSimpleCPU

Swapped for O3-ARM core with updated branch predictor for another 
billion instructions



Results



Results

Lower number of features

Multiple hardware structures missing

Lookup function requires optimization



Future work/Conclusion

Add more features into multiperspective lookup

Better selection of best features to make inal prediction

Training function could be better optimized 

Adaptive theta thresholding could be implemented

Simpoints could be created to better represent the benchmark
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Thank you and questions?
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